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MapEnhance expands our platform capability, allowing users to quickly leverage the depth and breadth 
of Komodo’s Healthcare MapTM. Along with data provided by Komodo-built enhancements and our 
third-party data partners, MapEnhance adds layers of nuance and draws connections between specific 
treatment pathways and outcomes. Now, high-fidelity insights and seamless, flexible linkages across 
internal sources provide a deeper look into the patient journey than ever before.

MapEnhance combined with our Healthcare Map offers:

 • High-quality data foundation — the largest longitudinal source of U.S. patient journeys,  
including both open and closed patient records 

 • Breadth of sources — specialty datasets highly curated by Komodo and our partner sources,  
all seamlessly linked

 • Analysis-ready — data products that are pre-integrated and fit for purpose upon delivery 

 • Technology-first approach — software-enabled and linked to Komodo’s applications suite

MAPENHANCE™

Add multidimensional insights  
to your workflows with  

Komodo-built data products

Visit komodohealth.com/technology/mapenhance to find out more.

Replace the fragmented 
stitching needed for 

marketplace or aggregator 
datasets with Komodo-built 

data products

Komodo Clinical Observations

Komodo Lab Results

Komodo Patient Insurance

Komodo Mortality Insights

Komodo Race and Ethnicity

https://hubs.ly/Q02jQD050
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CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS
Patient-derived clinical 
variables, including height, 
weight, BMI, vitals, and more

PATIENT INSURANCE
Assignments that identify Mx 
and Rx benefits including 
primary and secondary payers

LAB RESULTS
Covering hundreds 
of laboratory tests, 
from routine to highly 
specialized 

Komodo’s data enhancements offer deeper insights into:

KOMODO-BUILT DATA ENHANCEMENTS
Komodo-built data enhancements have been developed, cleaned, and analyzed by our leading 
data scientists to deliver the highest-quality “fit-for-purpose” data products. We rigorously 
de-duplicate, clean, format, standardize, and normalize the data for unprecedented 
dimensionality. Seamlessly layer multiple datasets onto our industry-leading Healthcare Map via 
a single contract for faster time to insights.

MORTALITY INSIGHTS
Patient-aligned mortality 
derived from obituary and  
state-reported sites

RACE & ETHNICITY
Self-identified R&E/
demographics data for  
200M+ patients  

ABOUT KOMODO HEALTH
Komodo Health is a technology platform company creating the new standard for real-world data and analytics. 
We pair the industry’s most complete view of patient encounters with enterprise software and machine learning 
to connect the dots between individual patient journeys and large-scale health outcomes. Across Life Sciences, 
payers, providers, and developers, we help our customers unearth patient-centric insights at scale. We marry clinical 
data with advanced algorithms and Al-powered software solutions to inform decision-making, close gaps in care, 
address disease burden, and help enterprises create a more cost-effective, value-driven healthcare system. For more 
information, visit komodohealth.com.
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